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Deploying Voice over LTE (VoLTE)

One of the challenges associated with delivering a high definition voice over LTE (VoLTE) service for carriers is to define 
the Quality of Service (QoS) parameters for the LTE network. One of the fundamental differences for the carrier is that 
the majority of the service traffic is now over IP networks.

A further complexity of the challenge is the need for the carrier to define the correct QoS parameters on the complete 
bearer path, which in LTE is not a trivial task. Breaking LTE into its component parts, it’s possible to see how big a task 
this really is: User Equipment (UE), Radio Access Network (RAN), Evolved Packet Core (EPC) and IP Multimedia Subsys-
tem (IMS) core. Each network section needs to be correctly optimized to ensure that the performance of the high defini-
tion voice call is achievable.

Benchmarking LTE for voice

High definition voice over LTE will play a key part in growing subscriber’s and revenue on 4G/LTE networks. However, voice 
services are not the only traffic flow that the subscriber will create and the performance test plan cannot solely focus on the 
voice and must include other bandwidth consuming services, which include video and data.

The VoLTE application will compete with other applications for bearer paths and bandwidth. A common reason for 4G carriers 
to test performance at an application layer level is to ensure the Quality of Service (QoS) prioritization is managing the voice 
element accurately. By focusing on application layer testing, it helps to prove there is no negative performance impact on other 
revenue generating sources e.g. IMS enablers of presence and location.

With the proliferation of smartphones and tablet computing devices, there is a greater number of applications using the Ses-
sion Initiation Protocol (SIP). The increasing usage scenarios on the management layer, plus the rise in bandwidth consuming 
application traffic means QoS optimization for VoLTE is a two dimensional challenge in which both control and signaling layers 
need to be fully tested.

The successful delivery of any application across a 4G network is dependent on the smooth transition of packets between 
distinct elements on the 4G bearer path. With the focus on VoLTE, a number of test requirements immediately appear when 
considering QoS.
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At a basic level, performance testing will include call establishment, call billing and call termination procedures. However, to 
understand the impact that changes to the LTE network QoS settings has, carriers need to test with a subscriber’s Quality of 
Experience (QoE) based methodology.

In its simplest form a SIP based call will have two distinct flows for control signaling and media transmission. The two flows are 
destined for different network segments. Using subscriber QoE test methodologies i.e. correlate how the call establishment 
time impacts the perceived call quality, helps to produce a basic user experience benchmark.

With the benchmark in place carriers can begin to set QoS configurations with confidence, as they can continue to refer the 
benchmarks to determine if the network configuration changes are varying the performance of the benchmark QoE measure-
ment.

Defining a Test Strategy for VoLTE

IP testing in 4G networks 

4G network performance testing requires multiple approaches. This application note focuses in on testing the IP aspect. At an 
IP packet level, there are many performance tests required with varying degrees of complexity.

Figure 1: 4G/LTE radio access networks

The importance of IP testing in LTE is easily highlighted by taking the Radio Access Network (RAN) as an example. The RAN is 
smarter, with more functionality based at the tower because of the cost savings associated with using IP based technologies. For 
the packet based voice application, traditional 2G/3G network type tests such as analyzing the radiation power of the radio net-
work will not be suffice to determine the actual user quality of experience (QoE), analysis must be performed at a packet level.

Packet level performance measurements will enable engineers determine if there are components at the base station, on the 
IP network path that are impacting performance. In addition, IP testing enables engineers test with a wider range of test sce-
narios covering connectivity, latency, packet loss, performance of the application traffic flows in the secure tunnels between 
eNodeBs, etc. 

However, by using dedicated IP test tools such as Shenick’s TeraVM, it’s possible to begin IP performance testing immediately 
covering a range of scenarios. Shenick’s test solution enables per flow emulation of stateful application flows. The advantages 
of per flow stateful application traffic emulation and performance testing are highlighted further on in the note. Some sample 
test cases include performance testing with VoLTE and assessing the impact that QoS configurations have on call roaming or 
call handover scenarios.

The following sections assist in identifying the basic LTE QoS performance test requirements, a systematic approach is to tackle 
each segment on the 4G network bearer path separately.

Radio Access Network an IP based test strategy for VoLTE

eNodeBs manage a number of complex processes which include bandwidth management of the subscriber applications, man-
agement of the User Equipment (UE) measurement reports, communication with both the Mobility Management Entity (MME) 
and the Serving Gateways (SGW).



A critical factor in any cellular network is call continuity and the ability to stay connected when roaming. Again with the focus 
on IP networking, the question is what to test? Call roaming is reliant on the eNodeBs to implement successful call hando-
vers. Therefore, a first pass IP based test for LTE is to ensure that there is connectivity between eNodeB endpoints, a deeper 
dive will ensure that all IP paths including the secure VPNs (IPsec site-to-site) have minimal packet latency.

A second phase test is to determine scalability, for example call roaming will generate an increase in traffic on the eNodeB 
interconnect path (X2). QoS focused tests ensure that a correct balance of network traffic prioritization is applied to suit the 
varying network load conditions, which is essential to ensuring that the inter-eNodeB connectivity will maintain an acceptable 
level of operation under varying load conditions. 

Once capacity type tests are completed carriers need to once again focus on the LTE subscriber, each UE will have multiple 
bearer paths assigned to them. QoE performance tests should include as many different applications as possible, so as to 
a) maximize bearer usage and b) load bandwidth. Per flow performance testing is important to carriers as enables them to 
zoom into the voice calls and deliver measurements on the actual voice quality. With a granular view of per application perfor-
mance, carriers can determine if the IP network QoS settings are impacting the dedicated voice bearer.

The eNodeB IP based test strategy should result in a reliable QoS setting per bearer path for VoLTE, whilst maintaining ac-
ceptable performance for all other applications on the network.

Figure 2: TeraVM emulating eNodeBs enabling load testing of the EPC

TeraVM is used by carriers to emulate stateful application flows at scale. TeraVM achieves this by accurately representing UE 
parameters such as IMSI and user authentication details. TeraVM’s per flow architecture and large scale test capabilities are 
not only used to test the scalability of the LTE EPC, but provide vital details on a per subscriber QoE basis.

Evolved Packet Core an IP based test strategy for VoLTE

A function of the LTE EPC is to scale to meet the increasing traffic volumes and demands made by subscribers and their applica-
tions. In most user instances each subscriber device will have multiple bearer paths assigned per application and each bearer 
path will be assigned a QoS priority level. Initial VoLTE testing for high definition voice will determine that the voice application 
traffic is prioritized correctly and that the network core has similar setting configurations for VoLTE flows. Following on from that, 
it’s possible to examine how the QoS configuration impacts other revenue generating application types.

To determine how the QoS configuration impacts users requires engineers to test with real load conditions. The level of traffic 
scalability that is achievable in the EPC can be correlated with the number of sessions the MME will establish, closely linked with 
the volume of traffic flows the SGW can cope with, which further emphasizes the need to test with real loads at scale. 

However, scale is not the only limiting factor to VoLTE; the performance test strategy should include both the control and media 
plane of the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). Detailed testing should outline the overhead associated with maintaining each and 
every call.

As per the radio network segment, roaming UEs place additional bandwidth and resource requirements on the EPC. Once 
the eNodeBs and the UE have finalized handover, it is up to the target eNodeB to communicate this message with the MME 
subscriber database. It’s of utmost importance that the packet latency and the available memory buffers on interlinking paths 
(S1-MME) are set correctly. Poor packet latency performance, can often be caused by memory buffer sizes being set too aggres-
sively, which has a negative impact on QoS performance. The issue becomes more apparent when there is low traffic requests 
(butters are taking longer to fill). Latency measurements are important and it only requires tens of milliseconds of latency to 
disrupt a VoLTE call quality.

By testing the IP network management paths with varied traffic load scenarios the result is an ideal and optimized QoS setting. 
However, when it comes to roaming the MME manages both the interconnected eNodeBs and a varying number of serving 
gateways (SGW) through which the bearer traffic passes; call continuity is dependent on the speed in which the MME updates 
the SGW e.g. message indicating a change to the user plane path for the UE.
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An important QoS feature of the LTE EPC relates to the speed in which the address redirection request is carried out. UE traffic 
redirection is managed by the SGW so as to minimize the volume of traffic routed to the old or source eNodeB. Basic QoS per-
formance optimization tests will cover bandwidth utilization and load balancing, advanced testing will include disaster recovery 
in which there is an extreme number of redirection updates for the MME to handle. 

Disaster testing has the effect of increasing the CPU cycles required in the MME, which directly impacts the ability of the MME to 
manage the SGWs. To determine what impact that excessive redirection requests have on the overall LTE service performance, 
analysis is done covering the number of packets still arriving to the UE address after the UE handover request has been initiated 
by the source eNodeB.

Application Aware Metrics

In addition to the network or packet based performance metrics (latency, loss, dropped, etc), there is a need for application 
focused metrics. For VoLTE call performance is dependent on the SIP configuration. A typical call can have between 9 to 16 
SIP messages per session on the signaling plane. Highlighted in the table below are a sample set of UE based metrics which 
include the SIP messages.

UE based performance metric Description

In service Client active as part of test

UE In RTP Bits/sec The number of RTP bits/second received in by this UE.

UE Out RTP Bits/sec The number of RTP bits/second sent out by this UE.

UE In RTP Packets/sec The number of RTP packets/second received in by this UE.

UE Out RTP Packets/sec The number of RTP packets/second sent out by this UE.

UE RTP Out of Sequence Packets The number of packets out of sequence sent out by this UE.

UE RTP Dropped Packets The number of packets dropped by this UE.

UE Duplicate RTP Packets The number of duplicate packets received in by this UE.

UE Out Calls Attempted The number of calls out attempted by this UE.

UE Out Calls Established The number of calls established by this UE.

UE Out Calls Rejected The number of calls rejected by this UE.

UE In Calls Attempted The number of incoming calls that this UE attempted to receive.

UE In Calls Established The number of incoming calls established by this UE.

UE In Calls Rejected The number of incoming calls rejected by this UE.

UE Calls Errored The number of calls with errors logged by this UE.

UE SIP Out Messages The number of SIP messages sent out by this UE.

UE SIP Messages Resent The number of SIP messages resent out by this UE.

UE SIP In Messages The number of SIP messages received by this UE.

UE In RTCP Packets The number of RTCP packets received in by this UE.

UE Out RTCP Packets The number of RTCP packets sent out by this UE

UE Registrations Attempted The number of registrations attempted by this UE.

UE Registrations Successful The number of successful registrations by this UE.

UE Registrations Rejected The number of registrations rejected by this UE.

UE Registrations Errored The number of registrations with errors logged by this UE.

UE Calls Received Ringing The number of ringing calls received in by this UE.

UE Mean Time to Ringing (ms) The average time for incoming calls to this UE to ring.

UE Min Time to Ringing (ms) The minimum time for incoming calls to this UE to ring.

UE Max Time to Ringing (ms) The maximum time for incoming calls to this UE to ring.

UE Calls Received RTP Packet The number of messages with RTP packets received in by this UE.

UE Mean Time to RTP Packet (ms) The Mean time for this UE to receive the first RTP packet.

UE Min Time to RTP Packet (ms) The Minimum time for this UE to receive the first RTP packet.

UE Max Time to RTP Packet (ms) The Maximum time for this UE to receive the first RTP packet

UE RTP Jitter (RFC 3350) ms The Jitter per ms.

UE RTP Max Jitter (RFC 3350) ms The maximum Jitter per ms.

RTP Video Frame Count Number of frames

RTP Video Frame Jitter Mean ms Average delay between frames

RTP Video Frame Jitter Max ms Max delay between frames

RTP Send SSRC SSRC Sending ID

RTP Receive SSRC SSRC Receiving ID

Figure 3: TeraVM UE based performance metrics
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IMS Core an IP Test Strategy for VoLTE 

The IMS core contains a number of elements, for the purpose of VoLTE QoS performance testing, an IP based test strategy will 
focus on SIP. However, by examining functionality of the IMS core, it’s clear that SIP cannot be the complete test strategy. For 
instance, lets begin by looking at the Call Session Control Function (CSCF).

Testing the CSCF requires a dual strategy: one to assess the scalability and accuracy of managing SIP messages, but before this 
can happen the IP test strategy should include assessment of the IP address assignment (DHCP) requests from the UE. A fur-
ther complexity to the test challenge is added when the various secure connections are analyzed to determine that the correct 
level of encryption and authentication (IPSec versus TLS) is in place between IMS segment and the other segments such as the 
eNodeBs. Such a mixed bunch of test requirements is one of the reasons why carriers choose to test with Aeroflex, as TeraVM 
provides emulation and performance on all these protocol types. 

The IP based VoLTE QoS test strategy will over all the protocols necessary to enable a UE pass voice and data based application 
flows, these will include: 

 - UE IP address assignment timing performance

 - SIP registration performance

 - Actual voice quality analysis in real-time

 - Call release and teardown performance

A sample scenario performance test is to determine how quickly an IP address is assigned to the UE, so as the UE can send the 
first SIP “Invite” message.

Test strategies will include disaster recovery modes: in which a scaled test of several thousand subscribers all at once trying 
to get access to IP addresses, giving an accurate representation on how resilient to the IMS core is. The emphasis on the IMS 
core to pass millions of SIP messages a second. This puts the rates of concurrent SIP sessions in the order of tens of thousands.

Clearly it’s not feasible to try to actively test these numbers with a group of friendly users and is why carriers are turning to Ter-
aVM, to deliver the large volumes of concurrent SIP sessions required for high performance tests. 

The Cost Benefits to a Per Flow Test Strategy

Aeroflex’s per-flow emulation and test approach greatly simplifies the challenge of optimizing the LTE network, enabling carri-
ers to quickly implement cost savings by getting greater utilization from the LTE network segments. With per-flow emulation and 
real time analysis, the focus is on the individual subscriber experience; ensuring that any IP network configuration change has 
a minimal impact to subscriber services and builds confidence in that the correct QoS settings have been defined to suit the 
subscriber service level agreements. 

Using Aeroflex’s virtualized IP test solutions, service providers and network equipment manufacturers can delve down to the 
properties a single emulated UE to determine the performance in terms of an end-user’s quality of experience, plus determine 
application level of quality on the voice or VoLTE calls in real time. The live or real time analysis is used by Aeroflex to determine 
if any or subtle changes in the network configuration settings are impacting the latency sensitive voice applications. This win-win 
situation of offering high definition voice and getting greater utilization from existing infrastructure ensures service providers 
continue to grow subscriptions and to deliver a service at the right price!


